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I need that sound sound
Cranked on my radio
The bass goes pound pound
Watching my 8o8 explode
The windows down down
'Cause I wanna show the world
So crank it loud loud
Listen to every single word

Hey brother rock that six string
I'll sing the melody
We'll lay down that sweet music
Played on those frequencies
With my new FM boombox mobile music machine
Yeah we're transmitting

So turn it up now
Crank to max until my ears are sore
So turn it up now
Driving with the pedal to the floor
Cruising downtown blasting my positive radio
Turn it up now
Positive radio
[x2]

So give a shout out
To people at positive radio
'Cause without
Who'd be broadcasting to the world
It's all about
The music and more about the words
So crank it loud loud
This positive alternative network

Hey brother rock that six string
I'll sing the melody
We'll lay down that sweet music
Played on those frequencies
With my new FM boombox mobile music machine
Yeah we're transmitting
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So turn it up now
Crank to max until my ears are sore
So turn it up now
Driving with the pedal to the floor
Cruising downtown blasting my positive radio
Turn it up now
Positive radio
[x2]

Yeah I'm cruising downtown so you better hold tight
The music so clever yeah it just might
Change your life forever in just one night
So crank that radio loud with Manic Drive
[x2]

Hey brother rock that six string
I'll sing the melody
We'll lay down that sweet music
Played on those frequencies
With my new FM boombox mobile music machine
Yeah we're transmitting

So turn it up now
Crank to max until my ears are sore
So turn it up now
Driving with the pedal to the floor
Cruising downtown blasting my positive radio
Turn it up now
Positive radio
[x2]
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